Tagging of cardiac magnetic resonance images in the polar coordinate system: physical principles and practical implementation.
In current magnetic resonance practice, myocardial tagging is implemented by laying down a rectilinear presaturation grid over the heart. Although both the geometry and the deformation of the heart are better described in the polar coordinate system, practical methods for laying down polar grids have been elusive. The theory and implementation of high-density tagging in the polar coordinate system is described in this study. Tagging sequences for generating high-density tagging patterns in both radial and circular directions have been developed. The approach, theoretical basis, and experimental results of the suggested sequences for efficient polar tagging are described in this article. A 10-ms preparation tagging sequence was tested for generating compact radial and circular tag patterns in a magnetization preparation time comparable to binomial rectilinear grid tagging. The sequence was successfully tested on both phantoms and human subjects. Direct myocardial tagging in the polar coordinate system is practical in acquisition times similar to Cartesian tagging. The deformation patterns of radial and circular tag lines can be used to isolate and analyze the circumferential and radial components of myocardial motion. Further work remains to establish the reliability and robustness of the techniques for a variety of clinical applications.